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Back in college, Braxton Stoneworth and Tiffany Warren were just friends...until one spring night

heightened their feelings for one another. Yet when they returned to school in the fall, Braxton made

a decision that drove Tiffany to transfer schools and never look back.Now, nearly a decade later,

they meet again as business experts vying for the same contract at a prestigious school. In addition

to their professional competition, tensions mount as Braxton and Tiffany discover that they have two

different versions of what happened to their romance so long ago. Can they overcome hard feelings

and pick up where they left off? Tiffanyâ€™s father passed away a few months ago, just as she was

founding her new project management firm. She wonders if her leap of faith was a good move, and

her doubts only increase when she learns that someone from the firm she left is trying to undermine

her independent effortsâ€¦not to mention her possibilities with Braxton.Braxton thought he might

follow his fatherâ€™s footsteps into ministry. His wild fraternity days caught up with him, however,

causing Braxton to give up the idea of teaching anyone to follow the faith he so obviously neglected.

Can he win back his own self-respect and the heart of the woman he never forgot?Stuck On You is

the first book in The Stoneworth Series by bestselling Christian Fiction author Michelle Stimpson.

The family history is briefly established, and then readers are off to experience the Stoneworth

family's rich legacy of faith and integrity within the context of contemporary romance. Come grow

with the family as couples fall in love with each other and discover their God-given purpose for being

together throughout the series.
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I am a Michelle Stimpson fan. Her books always have a Christian undertone and they always make

me laugh out loud!! This book was very well written. It definitely captured the romance, which is

something that previous books have struggled with. While it was well written, it didn't quite feel like a

Michelle Stimpson book. It was definitely a good book and worth the read it just lacked the Muchelle

flavor I have grown accustomed to.

Author Michelle Stimpson did an excellent job of pulling us into the world of her two main characters

Braxton and Tiffany. You will thoroughly enjoy this love story told as only Michelle Stimpson can,

with a dash of humor and a whole lot of wisdom straight from the word of God. Can't wait for the

next book in this series.

Stuck on YouMichelle StimpsonThis was a good storyline. I enjoyed the read and ready for the next

book. This book will show you how distance doesn't stop the way you feel about a person whether

(good or bad). They both were perfectly imperfect which made the story authentic to me.~Venita

Alderman SadlerVictorious Ladies Reading Book Club

I thought this book was so good....It hit a lot of personal feelings within me & really was funny but

w/so much passion between this couple it was great.I loved how the word continued to just

encourage a person.

Stuck on You is a good Christian read! I thoroughly enjoyed the book and have already

recommended the book to friends to read so we can discuss the book. I was cheering for Braxton

and Tiffany to stay connected and I love how the author wove in the Gospel of Jesus in her writing

to have me examining my own walk and relationship with God! I highly recommend

"Stuck on You" is a beautiful love story about two former sweethearts who run into each other while



competing for the same contract. Michelle does a great job of illustrating what happens when time

passes and questions are left unanswered. She also demonstrates the danger of letting hurt linger.

Honesty and forgiveness were refreshing themes throughout the book. I appreciated reading about

characters who were not afraid of admitting their mistakes and forgiving one another.I've read

romance books in the past and some can be very tasteless. This book was tastefully written! I look

forward to reading the next installment of this series. I'm excited about getting to know the

Stoneworths and seeing how their dedication to God strengthened their family legacy.

Excellent story and plot line! Great writer as well. I found myself loving the characters from

beginning to end and quickly became engaged in the story. I was anticipating a happy ending and

got one and found myself silently rooting for them along the way. Will definitely read more books

written by this terrific writer.

Ok ok that was SO good and SO funny and I am SO glad I read it. In the beginning I questioned if I

wanted to read this but it pulled me in after the first chapter. Why'd I question reading this? Because

I felt like I had nothing in common with the leading lady. I usually like to be able to identify with star

female in some way, but it seemed like Tiffany was the exact opposite of me in appearance and

athleticism. Turned out that Tiffany and I did have a few things in common. The people were real

and imperfect, as we all are. A key factor that contributed to my love for this story.
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